1

For each Tiny Stocking you will need one
strip 1¼" x 8" and one strip 4½" x 8".

With right sides together sew the strips together using a ¼" seam allowance. Press seams
open.

2

Use the template to trace out two stockings.
Make sure you trace one stocking in each
direction as shown!

3

Carefully cut out both shapes.

4

Align the tops and seams of both stocking
pieces and then pin in place to make sure
nothing moves while you are sewing.
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5

Reduce the stitch length on your sewing
machine to make it easier to manage the
curved sections of the stocking. Backstitching
at the start and end sew around the stocking
shape using a ¼" seam allowance. Leave a gap
in the top of the stocking!

6

Snip into the seam allowance taking care
to not snip the stitching line. This will help
to achieve a rounded look when you turn the
stocking right side out.

7

Turn the stocking right side out
through the hole at the top. Use a
skewer or small crochet hook to push
out the shape properly. Give it a quick
press once you are happy with the shape.

8

Stuff with a small amount of wadding.
Less is more when doing this step! You
want to give the stocking a slightly puffed look
not make it over stuffed.
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9

Fold a small piece of coordinating embroidery floss in half and then tie a knot in it.
The knot will secure the hanger beneath the
stitching line.

10

With the looped hanger inside the
stocking pin the opening closed.

11

Sew the opening closed with coordinating thread. Your stitching line should be
just less than ⅛" from the opening.
Repeat to make as many Tiny Stocking as you
like!

12

Thread and knot the stockings onto a
sparkly gold ribbon (or anything you
have on hand!) approximately 5" apart.
Hang your bunting up and have a Merry
Christmas!
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